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Abstract: Requirement change propagation, if not managed, may lead to monetary losses or
project failure.  The a posteri tracking of requirement dependencies is a well-
established practice in project and change management.  The identification of these
dependencies often requires manual input by one or more individuals with intimate
knowledge of the project.  Moreover, the definition of these dependencies that help to
predict requirement change is not currently found in the literature.  This paper presents
two industry case studies of predicting system requirement change propagation
through three approaches:  manually, linguistically, and bag-of-words.  Dependencies
are manually and automatically developed between requirements from textual data and
computationally processed to develop surrogate models to predict change.  Two types
of relationship generation, manual keyword selection and part of speech tagging, are
compared.  Artificial neural networks are used to create surrogate models to predict
change.  These approaches are evaluated on three connectedness metrics:  shortest
path, path count, and maximum flow rate.  The results are given in terms of search
depth needed within a requirements document to identify the subsequent changes.
The semi-automated approach yielded the most accurate results, requiring a search
depth of 11%, but sacrifices on automation.  The fully automated approach is able to
predict requirement change within a search depth of 15% and offers the benefits of full
minimal human input.
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Requirement change propagation, if not managed, may lead to monetary losses or project failure.  
The a posteri tracking of requirement dependencies is a well-established practice in project and 
change management.  The identification of these dependencies often requires manual input by one 
or more individuals with intimate knowledge of the project.  Moreover, the definition of these 
dependencies that help to predict requirement change is not currently found in the literature.  This 
paper presents two industry case studies of predicting system requirement change propagation 
through three approaches:  manually, linguistically, and bag-of-words.  Dependencies are manually 
and automatically developed between requirements from textual data and computationally 
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processed to develop surrogate models to predict change.  Two types of relationship generation, 
manual keyword selection and part of speech tagging, are compared.  Artificial neural networks 
are used to create surrogate models to predict change.  These approaches are evaluated on three 
connectedness metrics:  shortest path, path count, and maximum flow rate.  The results are given 
in terms of search depth needed within a requirements document to identify the subsequent 
changes.  The semi-automated approach yielded the most accurate results, requiring a search depth 
of 11%, but sacrifices on automation.  The fully automated approach is able to predict requirement 










































































Comparative Analysis of Requirements Change 
Prediction Models:  Manual, Linguistic, and Neural 
Network 
REVIEW OF REQUIREMENTS CHANGE AND PROPAGATION 
Design is a complex and dynamic process (Dym & Little 1999; Andreou et al. 2003; Cohen et al. 
2000; Kannapan & Marshek 1992; Ottosson & Björk 2004) and, as a result, system requirements 
are not fixed initially in the development process.  Moreover, a requirement change may result in 
unanticipated propagating dynamic changes (Ottosson & Björk 2004).  Requirements are defined 
as the purpose, goals, constraints, and criteria associated with a design project.  These 
requirements may range from the initial functional requirements to the detailed specifications 
(Chen 2006; Chen et al. 2007).  It has been shown that more than half of a system’s requirements 
will change before project completion (Kobayashi & Maekawa 2001; Ramzan & Ikram 2005), 
thus having significant influence on the design process (Nurmuliani et al. 2006).  Requirements 
may change internally or externally (Clarkson et al. 2004; Giffin et al. 2009).  For example, 
changes may be initiated by a redesign effort to reduce costs or changes may derive from new 
customer needs or market competition (Shankar et al. 2010).  In many instances, decisions on 
accepting the changes must be made considering the volatility of requirements due to technology, 
trends, perceptions, and regulations changes (Spitas 2011; Vajna et al. 2005).   
Unanticipated, improperly managed requirement changes can introduce negative 
consequences such as increased complexity (Chen 2006), data loss (Morkos et al. 2010), and 
wasted time and money (Morkos & Summers 2010; Morkos et al. 2012).  An engineer might avoid 
these consequences if it were possible to make a quick, yet accurate, assessment about the overall 
effects of a requirement change before implementing (Ollinger & Stahovich 2004).  The earlier in 
a product development process one is able to identify potential impacts from proposed requirement 
changes, the more significant the savings would be.  Thus, a requirement change prediction tool is 
needed to predict what subsequent changes might be seen if a change to a current requirement is 
accepted (Kotonya & Sommerville 1992). 
Change propagation is when one element of a system results in additional changes in the 



































































Giffin et al. 2009).  In most instances of change propagation, the change initiating engineer is not 
aware of the propagation consequence (Cohen et al. 2000).  Change propagation has been studied 
in the context of engineering changes, concurrent engineering models, product development, 
complexity, graph theory, and design for flexibility (Almefelt et al. 2006; Shankar et al. 2012; 
Chen et al. 2002).  Many product development processes are executed with the anticipation that 
the requirements will change at a rapid rate, and therefore some requirements are not fully 
enforced early in the process (Ottosson 1996).  Despite these impacts, managing, modelling, and 
predicting new changes has not been thoroughly researched (Sugden & Strens 1996; Harker et al. 
1993; Lee et al. 2006).  More significantly, none target the use of requirements as the domain in 
which to predict the propagation. 
Methods for predicting change propagation in design are available for software 
engineering (Schach & Tomer 2000; Rajlich 2000) by decomposing a program into elements 
linked in a propagation graph.  In mechanical design, such pieces may be subsystems or 
components.  Such methods presume that a system architecture has been defined, rendering the 
method useless in early conceptual stages.  Nonetheless, the technique of decomposing a system 
into pieces highlights where subsequent, immediate changes might be necessary, based on the 
relationships between elements.  Furthermore, predicting change in complex systems such as 
automobiles is difficult as the consequences of change are often hard to predict, especially when 
subsystems cross boundaries (Ollinger & Stahovich 2004). 
While explicit requirement changes are difficult to capture in historical industrial cases 
where no requirement change documentation tools are employed, the engineering changes (ECs) 
can be traced.  It is through these ECs that one can trace back to a necessary change in the 
requirements document to determine the source of change.  In this paper ECs are defined as 
(Shankar et al. 2012):  
“An engineering change is an alteration made to parts, from embodiment design 
stage to production stage of the product life cycle, in its form or fit or function, 
drawing or software that has already been released.  The change can be of any 
size or type, can involve any number of people, and can take any length of time.” 
It is important to note engineering change has many definitions through many authors.  
For instance, Jarratt et al. defines engineering change as “defined as changes to parts, drawings or 



































































of the change” (Jarratt et al. 2011).  Both definitions focus on component changes made during the 
latter stages of the design process. 
These changes may occur when companies request changes to products, documents, 
components, manufactured or purchased parts, processes, or even supplies (Chen et al. 2002).  
However, it is assumed, in this research, that all engineering change may be related back to a 
requirement or set of requirements that are affected by this change.  For instance, a change in 
suspension travel may affect all requirements relating to the suspension system and the 
requirements of the systems near the spatial boundaries.  Further, because a requirement is affected 
does not mean a requirement must change, as a requirement may be able to absorb change.  The 
intellectual challenge to this problem lies in trying to predict new changes to requirements given 
an initial perturbation or requirement change. 
RESEARCH MOTIVATION 
Lost money is a prime motivator for this work as it results from the lack of preparing for 
propagated changes earlier (Morkos et al. 2012).  In addressing this change, the authors examine 
two heterogeneous industry projects where engineering changes are predicted through requirement 
changes.  A previous historical case study of the data management system of the engineered-to-
order company explored how requirements were managed and where information was lost in the 
process (Morkos et al. 2010).  A subsequent study by the authors identified how requirements 
change could have been predicted (Morkos et al. 2012).  To further understand requirement change 
propagation, this paper presents a study examining the relationships between requirements.  More 
importantly, this paper identifies what forms of requirement relationships are pertinent to change 
propagation so they may be computationally modelled for prediction purposes.  Based on the 
relationship models, the topological connectedness can be explored through three primary 
measures:  (a) shortest path, (b) path count, and (c) maximum flow capacity.  Connectedness 
metrics are reviewed below and detailed in (Mathieson & Summers 2010).  Identifying the 
important and significant connectedness metrics enhances the capability of the model to predict 
change propagation.  The connectedness metrics are used develop relationships between 
requirements which in turn are used to to calculate a “search depth” for each approach.  The results 
are given in terms of search depth required to identify the subsequent changes.  This depth is given 



































































searched to address the propagated requirement.  As it is possible that a propagated requirement 
change may have the same rating value as other requirements, the search depth reported is the 
depth of the last element of the same ranking value as the propagated requirement change in 
question.  The purpose of the search depth measure is to determine the performance of each 
approach in predicting change propagation.  In doing so, the following research questions are 
addressed: 
(1) Can requirements connectedness be a predictor of change propagation? 
(2) What metrics of connectedness are accurate predictors of change propagation? 
This study presents methods for developing the change propagation model, introducing an 
artificial neural net (ANN) approach for identifying effective relaters between requirements.  It is 
hypothesized that highly connected requirements are more prone to change than those of low 
connectedness. 
This study uses two industry projects totalling six engineering changes where four are 
predicted through three varying approaches.  As is typical in case study research, patterns are 
sought that might be suggestive which, in turn, can serve as foundations for subsequent 
experimental studies (Yin 2003; Teegavarapu et al. 2008).   
The studied company is housed in a 60,000 sq. ft. manufacturing facility located in 
Greenville, South Carolina.  The products are primarily one-off automation, manufacturing, and 
field testing systems.  The company performs its own design, fabrication, assembly, and 
installation while employing over sixty associates including engineers, project managers, and 
business managers.  The number of associates involved and their role varies depending on the size 
and scope of the project.  Each requirement document is written by the customer as a contract. 
To identify change propagation, all available data pertaining to engineering change was 
analysed from the industry partner.  Engineering change notifications (ECNs) forms are used by 
the engineers to detail when and what items require change.  To initiate a change, the engineer 
authors an ECN and negotiates with the client until final change terms are agreed, essentially 
modifying the initial contract and the requirements within.  A final ECN (seen in Figure 1) is 
approved, recorded, and sent to the engineers.  The changes in both industry studies were initiated 
by the customer as requirements changes.  The ECN contains date regarding the change, the 



































































approval or rejection.  To predict change propagation, the details needed for analysis within each 
ECN are the cause, date, and requirements affected.  Some of the information within Figure 1 has 
been removed for proprietary reasons.  
 
 
Figure 1: Corporation’s Engineering Change Notification (ECN) Form 
This research focuses on predicting changes within the requirements domain.  As these 
are completed projects, the physical domain can be mapped to the requirements domain, 
identifying which subsystems and components are related to each requirement.  As a result, when a 
component or subsystem change is made, requirements changed during the engineering change are 
identified.  The ECN documents reason for change and, in all instances studied, “change in 
customer requirements” was the reason given with no further details, thus, introducing the need to 
infer the connections between the ECN and requirements document.  The authors of the paper 
individually familiarized themselves with the requirements and determined which ECNs related to 
which requirement or requirement set.  The authors were able to familiarize themselves with the 
requirements by repeatedly reading and analysing the change propagations and discussions with 
the industry member regarding the change propagations identified to ensure propagations did in 
fact occur.  In this manner, with parallel analysis of the ECN to requirement mapping, the 
Date: January 16, 2008 ECN#: Company Line 3 Creel-01 Rev. 1 
Customer: Company Customer PO #: P42730-00 
Project: Line 3 Conversion Creel Only Approved [  ] Rejected [  ]  
Client Signature: 
Comments:  
Change Notice Originated by: John Smith 
Condition or Reason which Resulted in the 
Change: Change in customer requirements 
Client Initiating Change:  
Brief Description of Change or Deviation from Scope: 
Replacement of manual tool for opening and closing of core locks with automated air 
locks. Includes independent control of 5 lower spindles. 
Estimated Impact on Engineering 
Schedule Delay Explanation and breakdown: 
none  
Additional Engineering Expense  Explanation and breakdown: 
Engineering      $       
Programming      $         
Clerical      $            
Additional Equipment/Installation Expense Explanation and breakdown: 
Fabrication      $         
Materials      $       




































































correlation is objectively developed through inter-rater agreement.  The changes that occur in these 
case studies occur during various times of the design process.  However, most of them occur 
during the detailed design process when most subsystem and component design have been 
finalized. 
Due to the number of ECNs and requirement changes presented in this paper, the 
requirement changes will be documented as follows: ECN<Number>.<Project>.<Requirement 
Change Number>.  For instance, ECN1.T.RC refers to the requirement change in engineering 
change number one in the Toho project.  A requirement change followed by a numerical (i.e. 
ECN1.P.RC2) refers to the specific requirement in a series of requirements which changed during 
the engineering change.  Between the two requirements documents, a total of 9,221 words are 
counted with 1,923 unique words found.  The details for each are illustrated below. 
Toho 
The first project of interest is the Toho project in which a yarn roller assembly was developed for a 
local textile firm.  The project spanned fifteen months and included fifteen managers, engineers, 
and business associates.  The client provided a contract detailing 160 requirements; written in 
3,691 words composed of 973 unique words.  Three requirement changes were initiated at 
different times in the project (Table 1).  In previous studies, all requirements that could have been 
affected by the change were analyzed, whereas in this study only the requirements that do change 
are analyzed.  This is a more aggressive approach, but is a better indicator of the model’s ability to 
predict propagation changes.   
Table 1: Toho Project ECNs and Requirements Changed. 
Approved ECN Date 
Requirements  
Changed 
ECN1 16-Jan-2008 ECN1.T.RC 
ECN3 2-Oct-2008 ECN3.T.RC 
ECN4 7-Nov-2008 ECN4.T.RC 
Pierburg 
The Pierburg project entailed a requirements document with 214 total requirements written with 
5,595 total words from 1,370 unique words.  The project lasted eleven months with twelve 
associates.  The project goal was to develop, build, and install multiple manufacturing stations to 



































































analyzed as with the Toho project.  Likewise, only the three requirements which changed as a 
result of the ECN were noted for analysis (Table 2).   
Table 2: Pierburg Project ECNs and Requirements Changed 









ECN11 2-Sep-08 ECN11.P.RC 
Comparing Requirement Change Prediction Approaches 
This paper presents three different approaches to develop requirement change models.  The first 
approach is based on manual creation of relationships between requirements by finding keywords 
of one requirement that are found in the text of a second requirement.  The second approach is 
based on syntactic and linguistic parsing of the requirements.  This approach defines relations 
between requirements through grammatical constructs.  The final approach is a fully automated 
machine-learning based approach that creates relationships through the use of artificial neural 
networks.  Each approach is illustrated through the two case studies of Toho and Pierburg.  These 
are projects that are selected because they provide the researchers an omniscient view of the 
changes that occurred in the projects.  This backward looking view of the projects allows the 
researchers to identify changes that occurred in the project to the requirements and then to predict 
the next change to the requirements that occurred.  In this way, the researchers are able to simulate 
change prediction from the initial change in the requirement to a subsequent change.  The 
requirements documents are detailed as they form the contractual agreement between the 
consulting design firm and the customer.  Therefore, the performance of these requirement change 
prediction models is tested only on detailed requirements documents.  Further research is needed 
to explore the potential of these methods to address requirements documents as they are being 
synthesized in even earlier stages of design.  This is deemed out of scope for this paper. 
Study Assumptions and Limitations 
While this study utilizes system requirements to predict change propagation, it is important to note 



































































propagation does occur, requirements may be used to predict change propagation.  This is 
performed by developing a requirement relationship network that is conducive to predicting 
change propagation through the realized relationships.  Not all requirement changes lead to 
subsequent change propagations as some changes are stagnant and don’t propagate to other 
requirements.  In some instance, requirement change propagation occurs yet the effected 
requirements (related requirements) are able to absorb the propagation without warranting a 
subsequent change. For example, a requirement controlling temperature may increase and related 
requirements do not change because the material used is capable of surviving sufficiently at the 
increased temperature.  The change propagation instances shown here are confirmed by the 
industry member to have propagated and hence a retrospective analysis is performed to identify if 
the presented approach could have predicted the occurrence of this change.   
POPULATING REQUIREMENT CHANGE MODELS 
Here, three methods to populate requirement change relation models are presented:  manual, 
linguistic, and automated “bag-of-words”.  Manual creation represents a traditional method of 
populating relationships between individual requirements through human decision making and 
provides a baseline by which to compare other two new methods.  This method was previously 
used in predicting change propagation (Morkos & Summers 2010; Morkos et al. 2012).  The 
remaining methods introduce new approaches for generating the prediction models.  The linguistic 
approach uses an automated part-of-speech (POS) tagger to identify nouns and verbs 
supplemented with manually selected keywords for each requirement.  The model links each 
requirement with other requirements sharing subjects, verbs, or keywords.  Next, a fully automated 
“bag-of-words” method is presented which uses a pattern recognition ANN to prune the text to 
important connecting words through which relationships are drawn symmetrically between 
requirement instances.  Each method increases in automation and, thereby, in objectivity of use.  It 
should be recognized that these models are not evaluated for “correctness” but rather in 
effectiveness.  These relationship models are not checked to determine if they capture specific 
meaning.  They are compared to see how well these models can be used to predict requirement 
changes.  Therefore, relationships cannot be classified as “true” or “false”. 
The requirement relationship models are presented through Design Structure Matrices 



































































DSMs are relevant in this research because they illustrate the relationships between requirements 
and their directionality.  For instance, the manual approach will generate a symmetric DSM while 
the Linguistic and Bag of Words approach may generate asymmetric DSMs.  Moreover, the 
population densities of the DSMs illustrate the relationship quantity between requirements.  The 
goal of the various approaches is generate a DSM which highlights the needed relationships to 
predict the change propagation, yet decrease the total number of relationships as to reduce the 
number of false positive relationships.    
Manual Creation  
In the first method, requirements are related to one another through manually identified 
requirement subjects and keywords, both used in two separate case studies.  In the first study, the 
Toho project, the relationships between requirements were formed based on similar subjects.  The 
selection of the subject within each requirement is manual and may be subjective based on those 
tagging the subject in the requirement. 
The second study used manually developed keywords to form the requirement 
relationship models of the Pierburg project.  In the previous study with the subjects, there were 
deficiencies that could not be addressed.  For example, an important requirement needing constant 
consideration may be a federal regulation.  However, such a requirement may not have a specific 
subject; rather it possesses regulation or standard numbers.  As a result, a means for relating a 
requirement outside of its subject is needed which is robust enough to capture information such as 
subjects, standards, and functions.  Keywords were selected by reviewing the semantics of the 
requirements rather than their syntactical subject.  An example of this is shown in a later section of 
the paper.  This was performed by studying the requirements document and understanding how 
each requirement specifically affected the system design or which keywords may be pertinent to 
the requirement.  By studying the requirements document, each requirement was tagged with a 
maximum of five keywords relevant to the requirement and the overall system.  A total of 1,070 
keywords were selected for the 214 requirements in the Pierburg project.  Many of the keywords 
were duplicates as there were 407 unique keywords. While the selection of keywords is subjective, 
a set of common words were identified that might be used as “seed keywords” in future projects to 
reduce some subjectivity.  Moreover, a study suggests that there is not a significant variance based 




































































Inherent within this method is the subjectivity of the relations created, particularly with the 
keyword method.  In the subject based relationship, it is assumed all requirements are related 
through a single subject.  Though this is found to be a limitation as requirements may pertain to 
multiple subjects.  It is assumed the keywords selected are sufficient in representing the important 
artefacts of the requirement and three keywords are sufficed.  Further, it is also assumed that each 
requirement can support the needed number of keywords to build relationships. 
Protocol 
The subject based approach requires the engineer to review the requirements document and 
manually select the first subject, be it subsystems or components.  For example, “yarn comb” is the 
subject of  Requirements 9.3.9 and ECN4.T.RC: 
9.3.9:  A Yarn Comb for (22) ends shall be provided for each layer of bobbins. 
ECN4.T.RC: A Yarn Comb for (220) ends shall be provided for each of the two 
(2) PAN sheets. 
Due to the shared subject, these requirements are related.  Once this is identified for each 
requirement, a model is created for shared subjects.  The matrix model is both binary (identifying 
whether the subjects match or not) and symmetric (the relationships cannot be unidirectional as 
both subjects have to match).  An extract of the subject based study model is shown in Figure 2; 
when requirements of the columns are related to those in the rows the cell is green.  The 
requirements here are listed in a hierarchical manner where requirements with similar subjects are 
written adjacently, thus creating the clustered blocks in the final subject-based model for the Toho 
project (Figure 3).   
 




































































Figure 3: Toho Subject Based Manual Creation Study Model 
Similarly, the keyword selection protocol is subjective, requiring the engineer to be 
familiar with the requirements document.  Each requirement is reviewed at least once to 
understand the overall goal of the system and the major systems involved.  After the initial review, 
the requirements are analyzed for potential keywords.  To illustrate the keyword selection, 
consider the following example requirement from a project with each keyword underlined:   
Requirement: VibrationKW1 dampeningKW2 level padsKW3 will be provided with a 
+/- 2-inch heightKW4 adjustmentKW5 capability. 
Vibration is selected as any system, subsystem, or component which experiences 
vibration could require dampening pads.  Further, level pads were selected as this requirement 
affects this specific component of the subsystem and other components may also use level pads.  
Dampening was selected as a keyword addressing the working principle of the level pads as there 
may be other dampening mechanism which relate to this due to their shared objectives.  Height is a 
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keyword because of its overall dimensional effects on the system because of other spatial 
constraints that may be placed within other requirements.  Adjustment is a keyword because it was 
important this system afford adjustability to satisfy the requirement.  Though initially five 
keywords were selected, it was found only three keywords were needed as returns diminished 
significantly beyond three keywords.  The three keywords selected were those which displayed the 
greatest frequency between other requirement keywords.  Effectively, the keywords which 
appeared the most throughout the document were maintained.  It is also important to recognize 
surplus keywords may result in superfluous relationships between requirements.  Further 
justification and explanation for this can be found in the previous study performed (Morkos et al. 
2012). 
The requirement keywords are compared against the full text each of the other 
requirements to determine the relationship.  A requirement may only be related to another 
requirement if at least one of its keywords exists within the text of the related requirement.  
Further, a requirement relationship does not vary in strength based on the number of keywords 
which match as it is a binary relationship.  In contrast to the subject based relationship, the 
relationships are not all bidirectional resulting in an asymmetric model.  For instance, the 
following requirements may have the keywords: 
Example Requirement A:  ToolingKW1 or fixturesKW2 switched during 
changeoverKW3 shall attach to a sub-plate in accordance with “single 
minute exchange die” (SMED) design philosophies.  
Example Requirement B:  FragileKW1 Parts (Sensors, plastic parts, plastic gears 
etc..) or parts touchingKW2 fragile parts (e.g. gear to gear assembly) 
must be assembled with tooling incorporating force controlKW3 (and/or 
spring loaded mechanisms) to prevent part damage during the 
assembly.  
Tooling as the first keyword in Requirement Example Requirement A is found in the text 
of Requirement Example Requirement B.  However, none of the keywords of Requirement 
Example Requirement B are found in the text of Requirement Example Requirement A.  Thus, an 
asymmetric relationship between these requirements is established.  Figure 4 illustrates the full 




































































Figure 4: Pierburg Keyword Based Manual Creation Study Model 
Linguistic Creation 
The linguistic approach seeks to automate the promising process of the manual approach.  The 
previous study recognized the potential for subjects and keywords to relate requirements in a 
manner conducive to predicting change propagation (Morkos et al. 2012).  However, the selection 
is manual, tedious, and subjective.  The linguistic approach uses a Part of Speech (POS) tagger to 
identify nouns and verbs within the requirement.  Nouns were selected to maintain the subject 
based approach from the previous study and enhance it by implementing it in an automated 
manner.  Verbs were introduced to identify if the function of the requirement could be used to 
relate requirements that shared similar functionality.  To avoid overpopulation of the relationship 
models, only the first five nouns and verbs are selected for processing (Morkos 2012).  The 
manual selection of keywords is maintained in this study to include words not tagged as nouns or 
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verbs.  A linguistic approach is possible because requirement sentences are not structurally 
different than other sentences (Lamar & Mocko 2010), allowing for a robust linguistic analysis.   
Assumptions 
The nouns and verbs selected are the first five to appear in a sentence.  As a result, it is assumed 
the nouns pertinent to a requirement are those which are more likely to appear in the beginning of 
a sentence, not toward the end.  Though the sequence of the set of nouns may not be important, the 
set of nouns used in the analysis are of significance.  Though the use of manual keywords prevent 
the system from being completely automated, they assist in selecting those words, which may 
include additional nouns and verbs, that were not selected in the POS tagging.  For instance, a 
pertinent noun may be of importance but resides as the eighth noun in the sentence.  Since only 
five nouns are used, it is important this one is included through another avenue, such as keywords.  
Protocol 
The input is a requirements text document.  It is important the model is robust enough to accept 
different types, both contextually and format, of requirements to ensure it is appropriate in all 
design applications.  The requirements are parsed to extract all nouns and verbs to develop 
requirement relationships.  Each requirement is tagged with a POS (Figure 5) and keywords are 
manually elicited.  Parsing is performed through the Stanford POS tagger (Toutanova & Manning 
2000) and passed into a MATLAB code to use the nouns and verbs for analysis, resulting in five 
nous, five verbs, and five keywords.  Using the example shown in the previous approach, the 
following requirement and its POS output are examined: 
Example Requirement A:  ToolingKW1 or fixturesKW2 switched during 
changeoverKW3 shall attach to a sub-plate in accordance with “single 
minute exchange die” (SMED) design philosophies.  
Tooling/NN or/CC fixtures/NNS switched/VBN during/IN changeover/NN 
shall/MD attach/VB to/TO a/DT sub-plate/JJ in/IN accordance/NN 
with/IN ``/`` single/JJ minute/NN exchange/NN die/VB ''/'' -LRB-/-
LRB- SMED/NNP -RRB-/-RRB- design/NN philosophies/NNS 
As seen from the example, the first five nouns selected by the POS tagger are tooling, 
fixtures, changeover, accordance, and minute.  Tooling, changeover, accordance, and minute were 
denoted as NN (singular noun) while fixtures was denoted as NNS (plural noun).  More 
significantly, it is seen that the keywords selected might also be identified in the POS tagger as 




































































  (S 
    (NP 
      (NP (NN Tooling) 
        (CC or) 
        (NNS fixtures)) 
      (VP (VBN switched) 
        (PP (IN during) 
          (NP (NN changeover))))) 
    (VP (MD shall) 
      (VP (VB attach) 
        (PP (TO to) 
          (NP (DT a) 
            (ADJP (JJ sub-plate) 
              (PP (IN in) 
                (NP 
                  (NP (NN accordance)) 
                  (PP (IN with) 
                    (NP (`` ``) 
                      (S 
                        (NP (JJ single) (NN minute) (NN exchange)) 
                        (VP (NN die))) 
                      ('' '') 
                      (PRN (-LRB- -LRB-) 
                        (NP (NNP SMED)) 
                        (-RRB- -RRB-))))))) 
            (NN design) (NNS philosophies))))) 
    (. .))) 
Figure 5: Example POS Requirement Tagging 
The syntactically extracted POS, alongside the selected keywords are used to develop 
relationship models for both Toho and Pierburg (Figure 6).  It was identified that not all nouns, 
verbs, and keywords are needed to accurately predict requirement propagation (Morkos 2012).  
Further, excessive relaters may cause the model to overpopulate, making it difficult to accurately 
predict change propagation.  Overpopulate here refers to the saturation of the DSM due to several 
false positive relationships.  As a result, a part of this study, though not presented in this paper, 
was to identify which sets of nouns, verbs, and keywords are the most efficient in predicting 
change propagation.  Such relationships could be based on nearly thirty three thousand possible 
noun, verb, and keyword relationship combinations (2(5 nouns + 5 verbs + 5 keywords) = 215 = 32,768).  A 
separate study (Morkos 2012) developed a quality metric algorithm to determine the effectiveness 
of each relationship based on the project type and propagation characteristic of the requirements.  
An optimized combination is selected to provide the greatest requirement change propagation 
prediction accuracy, which is measured through specific performance metrics.  The results of the 
analysis identified three combinations which consistently and accurately could be used for 



































































combinations made use of the first two nouns to appear in a requirement and a keyword (not 
similar to the nouns).  All three combinations were used by overlaying the models developed for 
each type of combination, hence creating a single, combined relation model for this approach.  The 
relationships are not developed on nouns-to-keyword or keywords-to-nouns, but rather they based 
on whether nouns or keyword are found in the full requirement text.  This is similar to the manner 
in which relationships were developed in the keyword manual creation approach.  As a result, the 
matrix model developed is asymmetric.   
 
(a)  Toho 
 
(b)  Pierburg 
Figure 6: Linguistic Creation Model for Pierburg and Toho 
Automated Bag of Word Creation 
In this approach, the text of each requirement is distilled down into a set of connecting words with 
each word representing a means by which two or more requirements can be related.  This 
distillation process is conducted irrespective of the actual content of each word string 
(requirement), using instead the properties of each word in the context of two graph constructions 
of the requirement document text to identify words which should be removed from consideration.  
The graph constructions create a representation of the sequence of words and the word content of 
each requirement respectively.  After the distillation process, the latter of these two approaches, a 
“bag-of-words” model, is reversed to change from words related through requirements to 
requirements related through words.  This roughly approximates the human process of identifying 




































































This method makes similar probabilistic assumptions as made in latent semantic indexing (LSI) 
and probabilistic LSI is terms of dimensionality reduction (Deerwester et al. 1990; Hofmann 
2001).  This method applies the “bag-of-words” assumption that neglects the order of words to 
relate requirements.  This is an assumption of exchangeability of the words within each 
requirement (Aldous 1985).  Further, the order of the requirements within the requirements 
document is likewise neglected.  However, the exchangeability assumption is only applied to 
words when connecting requirements, not in the process of identifying words for removal.  
The removal process underlies the second major assumption of this method; there are 
extraneous words in the text which do not create meaningful connections.  Prime examples of this 
would be articles, such as “a”, “the”, and “this”, as well as forms of “to be”, such as “is”, “are”, 
and “were”.  These words might be removed with pre-processing, but are pruned from the corpus 
through the single automated “bag-of-word” system to ensure objectivity and complete 
automation.  It is desirable that user interaction by designating certain custom “stopwords” in 
creating the relations does bias the system.  For this reason, pre-processing to clean the documents 
of extraneous words was not done here.  Words such as these occur with high frequency, but it 
would be naive to relate two requirements on the basis of both containing the word “must”, 
especially in a requirement document.  In identifying these words in the document, it is assumed 
that the position of words is not exchangeable and also that the words within a given requirement 
share that requirement as an additional relating factor.  It is further assumed that the nature of the 
relationships, analogous to context, vary from one document to the next, precluding the use of a 
pre-trained approach.  
Protocol  
Per the given assumptions, after basic parsing to remove extraneous characters and suffixes, the 
sequential and “bag-of-words” graph constructions of the text are analysed with to established 
graph theoretic approaches.  The results of this analysis establish a characteristic vector describing 
each word for use in artificial neural network (ANN) pattern recognition of words to remove.  The 
remaining words in each requirement are subsequently used to draw connections between 



































































The first step in this process, parsing of raw requirement document text, is based on a 
series of deterministic rules which progressively alter the text.  The majority of these rules exist to 
remove extraneous characters such as punctuations, hyphens, tabs, or carriage returns that might 
cause later errors.  Another key function of this step is to remove suffixes, such as tense and 
plurality, reducing to a root word.  For example, a document may contain references to “hammer”, 
“hammers”, and “hammering”.  In this case, all instances of these words are converted into 
“hammer”.  Further, words representing units following a value are conjoined with the value to 
form a single string.  This prevents two requirements from being marked as related by containing 
the same units (kg) but allowing relations between repeated references to the same unit-value pair 
(25kg). 
Once the text has been parsed into consistent words, these are arranged into the two b-
partite graph constructions of sequential and “bag-of-words” (Figure 7).  The element set in both 
cases is the list of unique words in the document.  In the sequential construction, the relationship 
set is representative of the spaces between words, while in the “bag of words” construction the 
relationship set represents each of the requirements.  A further difference in the constructions is 
that edges in the sequential construction are directed with the flow of the text and the “bag-of-
words” construction is undirected.  For computational efficiency, words that do not exist in more 
than one requirement are excluded from the graphs. 
 
(a)  sequential graph 
 
(b)  “bag-of-words” graph 
Figure 7: Examples of graph constructions 
For both of the graphs, the relationship set is treated as a definition of hyperedges 
connecting the words in the element set for the purpose of extracting graph properties which 
characterize each word’s role in the structure of the graph.  The properties analyzed for each word 





















































































size, and maximum cyclic flow rate (Mathieson & Summers 2010).  It is not known a priori which 
of these properties are critical to the model construction, so a vector of 29 metrics is used.  
Betweenness is a measure of the number of shortest paths passing through a given node (Freeman 
1977).  The clustering coefficient is the proportion of a node’s neighbours connected to the other 
neighbors (Watts & Strogatz 1998).  In/out core numbers represent the threshold at which the 
given node becomes disconnected when all nodes of that degree are removed (Bader & Hogue 
2003).  The shortest unique path that connects a node to itself defines the minimum cycle size 
(Pramanick & Ali 1994). Maximum cyclic flow rate is the network capacity for looping back to 
the given node (Goldberg & Tarjan 1986; Goldberg & Tarjan 1988). 
These properties, taken from both graphs, are combined with the length of the given word 
string to form a characteristic vector describing each word.  This vector, with the normalized 
values for each metric is the input to a pattern recognition ANN of 30 tan-sigmoid neurons.  This 
ANN is trained by comparing the word list against a reference list of example words that have 
been marked as either a term to keep or a term to eliminate.  The intersection of the current word 
list and the reference list forms the training set that is presented to the ANN.  Training is 
conducted using Levenberg-Marquardt training in conjunction with Bayesian regularization.  
Bayesian regularization is used to ensure repeatable generalization of the patterns underlying 
unwanted words.  This results in lower variation in results than with early stopping generalization 
techniques and precludes the need to divide the training set into training and validation sets.  
Training is limited to 150 iterations and a gradient of 0.1 on the sum square error performance 
metric used in Bayesian regularization.  The method is implemented in MATLAB with the ANN 
toolbox. 
After training, the input vectors for the entire word list are applied to the ANN model.  
The output of the ANN is a value between zero and one, with a value of one representing absolute 
certainty that the given word should be removed.  An aggressive removal approach is used by 
removing words assigned a value over 0.4.  Next, the process of constructing the graphs and 
training the ANN are repeated until no words are indicated for removal, the training set becomes 
monotonic, or there is no longer an intersection between the current and reference word lists.  Any 
remaining intersection between the current word list and words marked for removal in the 



































































reversed such that words are treated as the edges connecting the requirements (elements) and 
represented in an adjacency matrix model (Figure 8). 
 
(a)  Toho 
 
(b)  Pierburg 
Figure 8: Automated “bag-of-words” output Models 
EXPERIMENT ON CONNECTEDNESS FOR REQUIREMENT CHANGE 
PROPAGATION 
The three requirement relationship modeling approaches are evaluated against two industry 
projects where change propagation occurred, with no a priori knowledge.  It is hypothesized that 
connectedness can be used as an indicator of change propagation, where propagated requirements 
could have been predicting through previous, highly connected changed requirements.  Finally, 
multiple metrics, rooting from graph theory, exist to measure requirement to requirement 
connectedness. 
Discussion on Measures of Connectedness 
Each requirement is a node within an adjacency matrix model.  Graph theory offers several means 
by which the level of connection between two nodes can be evaluated.  The majority of these 
measures are derived from the paths that exist between each pair of nodes.  A path is a sequence of 
connected nodes and edges between two nodes such that no node or edge is repeated.  Three 
measurements on the path properties between nodes are addressed using Figure 9 as a reference:  




































































Figure 9: Example Graph 
The shortest path length between two nodes is a measure of the minimum number of 
edges that must be traversed to travel from one node to another.  For example, nodes A and B have 
a shortest path length of one as they are directly connected.  However, the shortest path length 
between nodes A and D is four as edges AB, BN, NC, and CD must be traversed between them.   
Path count is the combinatorial evaluation of the number of possible paths between any 
two nodes (Berge 1976).  Considering Figure 9, there is only one possible path between A and B, 
while between A and C there are as many possible paths as there are nodes in layer N that act as 
intermediaries.  Further, as there are two edges between C and D, the path count between A and D 
will be 2N.  
The last measure, maximum flow capacity, is a network property on the amount of 
information that can flow between two nodes at any one time.  Assuming the capacity of all nodes 
and edges to be equal, this becomes a measure of the maximum number of paths that may be 
simultaneously active between the two nodes.  For example, while there are N possible paths 
between A and C, only one of these can be used at a time due to the singular connection between 
A and B.  Likewise, the maximum flow capacity between B and D is limited to two by the double 
connection between C and D. 
Metrics to be evaluated 
The goal of this research is to be able to determining the likelihood that a change to a given 
requirement or set will result in a change to other requirements.  This therefore implies a ranking 
of requirements.  These rankings are evaluated against observed instances of propagated change by 
the depth of search required to identify those requirements that were observed to have changed.  
As there may be more than one propagated change, this requires that each ranking method be 













































































section discusses the ranking method applied to each model population approach. 
Manual 
The initial manual approach used a simple evaluation of relationship order to identify if 
requirements related.  As a preliminary study, it was important to identify if change propagation 
could be predicted using a relationship between the initial requirement and the subsequently 
changed requirement.  If a relationship exists, the order of this relationship is noted.  The output is 
a simple relationship order.  Further, to differentiate between potential requirements for 
propagation, path count rankings are developed and such requirements are sorted.  For added 
granularity, requirements with high path counts have a higher chance of propagation than those of 
low path counts. 
Linguistic 
Recognizing the importance of requirement relationship order from the manual creation study, the 
linguistic approach results extends requirement order analysis by incorporating weightings.  A 9-3-
0 scale is used for weighting relationships where a first order relationship had a score of 9 and a 
second order a score of 3.  Third order and beyond are not score because of their insignificance 
and oversaturation of the model in previous studies (Morkos et al. 2012).   
The linguistic approach propagates requirement change through all previous requirement 
changes, cumulatively.  Whereas one change may cause another change, it is important to 
propagate change that occurs from a multiple changes.  In doing this, propagated changes are 
analyzed by predicting change resulting from all previous changes.  Consider the Pierburg study: 
ECN1 (Requirements ECN1.P.RC1, ECN1.P.RC2, ECN1.P.RC3, ECN1.P.RC4) and ECN7 
(Requirements ECN7.P.RC1and ECN7.P.RC2) could have cumulatively propagated to ECN11 
(Requirement ECN11.P.RC).  Further, a single requirement from ECN1 and ECN7 could have 
propagated to ECN11.  To ensure the significance of the requirement which caused the change is 
not minimized or treated equally with other requirements in the analysis, a root mean square 
(RMS) approach is taken.  RMS is used here to maximize the significance of first order 
relationships between previously changed requirements while incorporating the other requirements 



































































is calculated as followed in Equation 1.  Each previous requirement changed is RMS summed to 
find a propagation score.  
              √
   
      
     
         
 
 
 Equation 1 
Where:  
S = Propagation Score for potentially propagated requirement 
WRi = Weighting of previous requirements i based on relationship order 
Using the example from Pierburg, Equation 1 is simplified to Equation 2. 
            √
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   (          )
   (          )
   (          )
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 Equation 2 
Each requirement is scored, based on RMS, to determine the likelihood of propagating 
forward.  The results are used to analyze the score ranking of the requirements and the depth of 
review an engineer would have had to do before reaching the requirement which next changed.  
For instance, if a requirements document has 200 requirements and the propagated requirement 
scored as the 18 highest, this means the designer or engineer has to review a depth of 9% of the 
requirements before finding the changed requirement.  
Automated Bag of Words  
The automated “bag-of-words” method generates a symmetric matrix model.  This results in less 
gradation of shortest path lengths than in the asymmetric model generated in the linguistic method.  
As such, an additional measure is used with shortest path length to add granularity; maximum flow 
capacity.  A greater capacity between two requirements should imply a higher level of connection.  
A longer shortest path length between two requirements is believed to reduce the level of 
connection.  Thus, the connectedness between requirements for this case is evaluated as the 
quotient of maximum flow capacity over shortest path length.  A given change can be evaluated 
for the vector of the changed requirement against all requirements.  When a given instance of 
change involves more than one requirement, the mean value is taken. 
RESULTS OF CONNECTEDNESS ANALYSES ON CREATION APPROACHES 
Three approaches are analysed based on the protocol given for each.  The result of each approach 



































































requirement relationships conducive to change propagation.  Four change propagations, stemming 
from the two projects studied are evaluated in each approach.  
Manual 
The manual creation metrics measure the order at which requirements are related, such as first and 
second order relationships, and the number of such relationships (path count).  This study is 
thoroughly reported in (Morkos et al. 2012) and is used as a baseline comparison with the other 
two proposed methods. 
Toho 
The results of the Toho manual creation study indicated through the 160 requirements, all 
engineering changes could be predicted through a maximum relationship order of two (second 
order) where 43 requirements must be evaluated for possible change propagation.  Though it was 
found that second order was the greatest relationship order needed to predict propagation, an 
engineer would have to review 27% of the requirements document.  There was no further 
granularity evaluated for this approach on the Toho project.  The Pierburg project added this 
granularity by incorporating relationship order path count ranking. 
Pierburg 
To further distinguish between requirements, a relationship ranking is developed.  The Pierburg 
requirements document contained 214 requirements and the ranking was developed to compare the 
results of change propagation between the multiple requirements highlighted.  The ranking gives 
insight as to the strength of relationship, based on the path count, compared to other requirements.  
A requirement may be related to another requirement in the second order through multiple 
intermediate requirements, increasing the number of second order relationship paths.   
Four requirements changed during the first engineering change, ECN1.  Two 
requirements change during ECN7 (Requirements ECN7.P.RC1and ECN7.P.RC2).  A limitation 
to this model is it cannot predict self-propagation, which is an instance when a requirement 
continues to change at a later time.  The propagated requirement, ECN7.P.RC2, was ranked as the 
13th highest relationship path count.  With this propagation approach a designer would review at 



































































To propagate to the final engineering change, ECN11, all previous requirement changes 
are evaluated to identify if change could have been predicted.  The final requirement which 
changes is Requirement ECN11.P.RC.  Due to previous changes, Requirement ECN11.P.RC has 
the 16th highest path count from previous changes.  With this approach, to identify the propagated 
change in Requirement ECN11.P.RC, an engineer would review at least 16 requirements or 7.5% 
depth.  
Linguistic 
The linguistic approach made use of the scoring metric used for the linguistic approach.  Each 
propagated requirement was scored with respect to the all the previous requirement changes.  The 
score was developed as an RMS approach to add significance to those requirements related in the 
first order and add separation to those relationships relating in second and third order.  This score 
was ranked amongst the rest of the requirements document similarly scored.  A search depth, 
based on the score ranking, is given to evaluate the capability of the approach to predict change 
propagation. 
Toho 
The first propagation analyzed was from ECN1 to ECN3; Requirement ECN1.T.RC to 
Requirement ECN3.T.RC.  After a change in Requirement ECN1.T.RC, the scoring system ranked 
requirement ECN3.T.RC as the 16th ranked requirement to change.  This meant the engineer would 
review a depth of 10% of the requirements document.  The second change occurred to ECN4, 
affecting requirement ECN4.T.RC.  Using the information gathered from previous changes (both 
ECN1 and ECN3) and scoring them results in a propagation scoring ranked 5th.  At such a ranking 
an engineer would need to review a depth of only 3.1% of the requirements document.  Thus, the 
linguistic method and scoring system used for the Toho project would require an engineer to 
review, at most, 10% of the requirements document to identify change propagation. 
Pierburg 
The first Pierburg ECN caused a change in four requirements.  A subsequent change occurred two 
month later related to two requirements.  Unlike previous examples, two requirements are 



































































on the previous changes.  Requirement ECN7.P.RC1is found to score 7th highest amongst all 
requirements while requirement ECN7.P.RC2 is the highest, indicating it was the most likely to 
change.  For this specific change, an engineer would review at least 7 requirements, 3.3% of the 
requirements document.  The next engineering change affected a single requirement.  Using the six 
previous requirements changed (from both ECNs), this requirement was found to score the 23rd 
highest score amongst other requirements or 11% depth of the document.  Overall, for the entirety 
of a project, the linguistic approach and scoring method used were sufficient as long as the 
engineer or designer addressed the top 11% requirement scores. 
Bag-of-Words 
In this section, the performance results for the automated “bag-of-words” methods are presented.  
Also addressed is the position of the ranking value with respect to the overall range of ranking 
values by normalizing the range to between zero and one, with zero representing the minimum 
value and one representing the maximum value. 
Toho 
The results for the Toho project (Table 3) indicate a capacity to predict the propagated changes.  
The largest search depth observed is between ECN3 and ECN4 at 14.5% of requirements.  An 
interesting effect is seen in that there is a lower search depth required to identify ECN4 from 
ECN1 than from ECN3.  This is suggestive of a propagation chain which was not directly 
sequential.  
Table 3: Toho Search Depth Results  




ECN1 13.2% 8.2% 
ECN3  14.5% 
However, the suggestion of a difference in propagation between ECN1 and ECN3 to 
ECN4 is called into question by the ranking value assigned to the requirement changed in ECN4 
(Table 4).  For the ranking from both ECN1 and ECN3, the requirement changed in ECN4 is 
assigned the maximum value in the ranking.  Therefore, the variation in search depth between 



































































The connection between ECN1 and ECN3 is less strong by the virtue that the ranking value 
assigned to the requirement changed in ECN3 is only given a normalized score of 0.857.  
Table 4: Toho Normalized Ranking Value Results  




ECN1 0.857 1.000 
ECN3  1.000 
Pierburg 
The results of the Pierburg study are shown in Table 5.  ECN7 contains more than one changed 
requirement.  As such, both of these requirements, and results pertaining to them, are shown under 
ECN7.  The multiple requirements are not divided in the initiation rows as the ranking method 
specifies that multiple requirements be combined by taking the mean of each possible propagation.  
The results show an ability to indicate the potential change propagations as a result of a given 
change, requiring no more than 11.2% to be reviewed. The low search depths required to identify 
ECN11 is indicative of both a highly connected requirement that is sensitive to change as well as a 
fine granularity of ranking values without large equivalent zones. 




ECN7.P.RC1 ECN7.P.RC2 ECN11.P.RC 
Initiated By 
ECN1 11.2% 9.3% 3.3% 
ECN7  1.9% 
This is supported when looking at the normalized ranking values presented (Table 6).  
Only a single pairing is assigned the maximum value in the range, with all others coming in the top 
quarter.  This is another example of a variation in the level of connectedness between requirement 
change instances.  However, in this case the variation is captured though a fine gradation of 
ranking values.  The fact that the upper quarter of the value range exists within the top 11% of 
rankings suggests that predictive lists of possible change propagations could be filtered by 
normalized ranking value as opposed to a set depth of the requirement list. 
Table 6: Pierburg Normalized Ranking Value Results  
 Propagated To 
ECN7 ECN11 




































































ECN1 0.781 0.852 0.890 
ECN7  1.000 
Comparison of results 
Three approaches are used to predict requirement change propagation, each varying in level of 
automation.  The manual approach yielded results that indicated an engineer would have to search 
a depth of 27% if no ranking system is used and all first and second order relationships are 
addressed.  When a scoring system is introduced, ranking the path count for each requirement, the 
search depth is decreased to 7.5%.  The linguistic uses an intricate scoring system to amplify first 
order relationships without sacrificing second order relationships.  Further, a semi-automatic 
approach is presented for developing requirement relationships.  Using this approach, favourable 
results are achieved as the maximum search depth for the Toho and Pierburg projects are 10% and 
11% respectively.  Finally, the fully automated “bag-of-words” approach yields a search depth of 
14.5% and 11.2% for the Toho and Pierburg projects, indicating an efficient means for depicting 
requirement change propagation at a lower human capital cost. 
Table 7: Comparison of Results (amount of complete sorted requirement list required to process to 
find subsequent change) 
 Project 
Relationship Approach Toho Pierburg 
Manual 27% 7.5% 
Linguistic 10% 11% 
Bag of Words 14.5% 11.2% 
Of the three approaches, the linguistic and the “bag-of-words” both provide sorted lists of 
requirements that would necessitate the engineers to only examine between 15-10% of the 
requirements in the documents.  These results are better than the manual approach, on average.  
More importantly, the level of automation for these two approaches is significantly higher than the 
manual approach.  The “bag-of-words”, having performance results similar to the linguistic, but 
being fully automated appears to have the greatest potential for further study and refinement. 
DISCUSSION  
Two research questions, presented in the Research Motivation section, are addressed in this case 



































































change propagation.  Three approaches are presented here to predict four instances of change 
propagation.  The results indicate all approaches are capable of using requirement relationships to 
predict change propagation, though with varying levels of accuracy.  The second research question 
addresses the various connectedness metrics which are most accurate at predicting change 
propagation.  As each approach resulted in a varying level of accuracy, it is seen in this study that 
the linguistic approach, where requirements are related based on their noun and verb POS, are 
most accurate at predicting change propagation.  Hence, the use of automated POS taggers are 
currently the most accurate means for developing requirement relationships most conducive to 
predicting change propagation. 
Four engineering change propagation situations are predicted in two separate industry 
projects using three different requirement relationship approaches.  The results of the approach 
find that a semi-automated or automated means for predicting requirement change propagation is 
possible.  The linguistic and bag-of-words approach are both modelled using MATLAB and can be 
extended to a full, stand-alone computational reasoning program.  Observations are made from this 
study that contributes to change propagation practice and research.  A primarily contribution of 
this work is the realization of (semi)automated approaches which perform more efficiently than 
that of the baseline, human approach of building relationships.  While the manual approach can 
yield varying results, the linguistic and bag of words approach results in consistent results.   
An important observation is that path counts can discriminate results from the second 
order relation sets.  First order path counts are limited to one as there is only one way a 
requirement may be directly related to another requirement.  However, at the second order, path 
counts increase significantly as many requirements may serve as intermediate requirements.  The 
greater number of path counts indicates a greater number of intermediate requirements between the 
related requirements.  These intermediate requirements serve as possible avenues for change 
propagation.  While first order relationships are of chief importance, second order must be 
incorporated into the scoring system.  Further, third order relationships were of little importance 
and distort the rankings from the model.  This requires further analysis to determine if this 
relationship order phenomenon is consistent with other types of projects.  Though the linguistic 
approach was found to be the most accurate and lowest search depth, the disadvantage of such a 



































































time analysis.  Therefore, a trade-off between accuracy and cost presents two options:  the accurate 
linguistic approach and the fully automated bag-of-words approach. 
Regardless, such findings indicate the importance of requirements in design as they can 
be used as a tool to predict change propagation.  From a research perspective, the possibility to use 
requirements for change prediction and management is demonstrated.  Such research further 
strengthens the foundation of requirements in the design process. 
Implications on Practice 
This study showed that it is possible for an automated, or semi-automated, model to predict 
engineering change through requirement change propagation.  Such a tool could have an 
immediate impact on how engineering change is handled, modelled, and analyzed.  Many 
monetary and time losses are involved with change propagation, as was identified when 
performing this analysis for the corporation.  Currently, no tool exists to aid in mitigating some of 
the issues involved with change propagation.  The methods presented here could have an 
immediate impact on change practice and how system requirements are handled throughout the 
design process. 
Future Work 
There are several avenues for extending this research.  At the fundamental level, we aim to 
understand why shared words between requirements allow for the prediction of change 
propagation.  Utilizing all three approaches, most requirement relationships are developed based 
on nouns and verbs.  In other words, we are effectively stating that requirements are related at 
either the physical or functional domain.  Though it is unknown which type of words (or domains) 
have a greater significance on the ability to predict change propagation, the scope of subsequent 
studies may be to explore this.  We know the physical domain is effective because it is currently 
used to predict change propagation in systems where a physical architecture is defined.  However, 
we use requirements because of their availability earlier in the design process. 
Of particular interest is to extend the use of pattern recognition ANN into the 
identification of connections between requirements to build on data generated in the “bag-of-
words” method.  This approach requires a more robust set of known change instances than is 



































































linguistic approach may be omitted.  Results presented in this paper suggest that this may be 
possible with little loss in performance.  
In each of these methods, the words found within the requirements are essentially treated 
as symbols and are not part of a more comprehensive semantic ontology.  Therefore, there are 
opportunities for extending this research to include semantics that would allow researchers to add 
weights to relationships between requirements based on word similarity.  For instance, synonyms, 
hyponyms, and other semantic relations between words would possible add context and meaning 
beyond the simple binary relations of the current approaches. 
Beyond the realm of requirement change prediction, the methods presented here may also 
present an opportunity to expand into the analysis of connections within the text of other 
documents.  This may include other structured documents, such as process descriptions, as well as 
unstructured documents, such as email communications.  Such extensions offer the possibility of 
new methods of knowledge capture and predictive capabilities. 
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